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Abstract: Visual IT assisted methods offers new opportunities in the study of complex social phenomena such as cooking, serving and eating. 

This paper takes as a point of departure the challenges related to capturing insight in the broad category of foods capestudies.  Foodscape

inspired studies in public health nutrition try to understand the interactions between food, people such as eaters and intermediaries and 

space with the intention to change reality and provide better opportunities for healthy lifestyle. The paper gives examples from AAU-MENU 

research of the use of visual IT assisted methods and media ethnographic methods such as photo elicited methods, foodscape walkabouts, 

go along methods, perspective and cultural probes. Such new methods offers researchers new opportunities for getting a deeper and richer 

insight into complex fields of reality that food and eating represent. The presentation finally gives a couple of screen snapshots from using 

the Observer and Facereader in the FoodScape Lab (FSL).



Foodscapes

People, meals & spaces

IMAGES OF FOODSCAPES -

INTRODUCTION TO FOODSCAPE 

STUDIES AND THEIR

APPLICATION IN THE STUDY OF 

HEALHY EATING OUT OF HOME 

ENVIRONMENTS 

Mikkelsen, Bent Egberg

. Perspectives in Public Health,  2011
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• Physical

• Mental

• Social



The captive foodscape
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“the physical, organizational and socio 

cultural captive space in which individuals

encounters meals, food, food related 

issues and intermediaries”
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IMAGES OF FOODSCAPES - INTRODUCTION TO FOODSCAPE STUDIES AND THEIR APPLICATION 

IN THE STUDY OF HEALHY EATING OUT OF HOME ENVIRONMENTS . Mikkelsen, Bent Egberg. . 

Perspectives in Public Health, sept 2012



Captive foodscapes

example of RQ

What happens when 

people, places and food interact 

in a captive environment 

&

how can

a better understanding of these interactions contribute 

to the development of better food related health 

promotion interventions?

• Nygård, R & Mikkelsen: Potentials for health promotion at worksite. - an intra inter cultural comparison of 

bus drivers’ ethnical foodscapes, Food Quality & Preference, work in progress

• Nygård, R; Brnadhøj, M; Christensen, CB & Mikkelsen, BE: Måltidets mulighedsrum; accepted for Tidsskrift

for Forskning i Sygdom og Samfund



How it is What it could be

The mental foodscape

FS1 FS2



The social foodscape



Foodscapes created by language



Empirical sources

• Field work/cases study = living labs (in depth)

• Survey designs = large samples 

• Register data/ litterature /document analysis

• Laboratory = 



Visual & IT assisted methods

Two directions

• To collect data

• To communicate findings



Definition

Visual & IT assisted methods

• are novel methods that assist the researcher 

in capturing data FoodScape Studies 

• based on easy accessible and available 

applications of all kinds of cameras (still or 

motion)  and drawing devices

• Applied by either researcher or 

informant/subject



Visual & IT assisted methods

some examples

• Media ethnographic methods are ways to capture 

and use these qualitative data as well as 

• Informant created photos elicited methods,

• Form latin Elicere: “to extract”

• Go Along methods (supermarket, buffet, cooking etc) 

• Perspective probes. 

• Cultural probes (i.e. a food box, a camera and a voice 

recorder)

• Photo driven foodscape walkabout (XT pro, eButton) 



Why Visual & IT assisted methods



Get the picture`?



Get the idea?

Effectiveness of preventive school-based obesity interventions in

low- and middle-income countries: a systematic review1–3

Roosmarijn Verstraeten, Dominique Roberfroid, Carl Lachat, Jef L Leroy, Michelle Holdsworth, Lea Maes,

and Patrick W Kolsteren, AJCN. First published ahead of print July 3, 2012 as doi: 10.3945/ajcn.112.035378.



Facts or feelings?

• When you tell them that you have made a new friend, they never ask 

you any questions about essential matters. 

• They never say to you, "What does his voice sound like? What games 

does he love best? Does he collect butterflies?" 

• Instead, they demand: "How old is he? How many brothers has he? How 

much does he weigh? How much money does his father make?" Only 

from these figures do they think they have learned anything about him. 

• If you were to say to the grown-ups: "I saw a beautiful house made of 

rosy brick, with geraniums in the windows and doves on the roof," they 

would not be able to get any idea of that house at all.

• You would have to say to them: "I saw a house that cost $20,000." Then 

they would exclaim: "Oh, what a pretty house that is!" 

Le petit prince

The Little Prince

written and illustrated by

Antoine de Saint Exupéry

BEMI3



Slide 15

BEMI3 Just so, you might say to them: "The proof that the little prince existed is that he was charming, that he laughed, and that he was looking for a 
sheep. If anybody wants a sheep, that is a proof that he exists." And what good would it do to tell them that? They would shrug their 
shoulders, and treat you like a child. But if you said to them: "The planet he came from is Asteroid B-612," then they would be convinced, and 
leave you in peace from their questions. 
They are like that. One must not hold it against them. Children should always show great forbearance toward grown-up people. 
But certainly, for us who understand life, figures are a matter of indifference. I should have liked to begin this story in the fashion of the 
fairy-tales. I should have like to say: "Once upon a time there was a little prince who lived on a planet that was scarcely any bigger than 
himself, and who had need of a sheep . . ." 
To those who understand life, that would have given a much greater air of truth to my story. 
For I do not want any one to read my book carelessly. I have suffered too much grief in setting down these memories. Six years have already 
passed since my friend went away from me, with his sheep. If I try to describe him here, it is to make sure that I shall not forget him. To forget
a friend is sad. Not every one has had a friend. And if I forget him, I may become like the grown-ups who are no longer interested in anything 
but figures . . . 
It is for that purpose, again, that I have bought a box of paints and some pencils. It is hard to take up drawing again at my age, when I have 
never made any pictures except those of the boa constrictor from the outside and the boa constrictor from the inside, since I was six. I shall 
certainly try to make my portraits as true to life as possible. But I am not at all sure of success. One drawing goes along all right, and another 
has no resemblance to its subject. I make some errors, too, in the little prince's height: in one place he is too tall and in another too short. And 
I feel some doubts about the color of his costume. So I fumble along as best I can, now good, now bad, and I hope generally fair-to-middling. 
In certain more important details I shall make mistakes, also. But that is something that will not be my fault. My friend never explained anything
to me. He thought, perhaps, that I was like himself. But I, alas, do not know how to see sheep through the walls of boxes. Perhaps I am a little 
like the grown-ups. I have had to grow old. 

Bent Egberg Mikkelsen; 15-09-2012



Casestudies or surveys?





In depth understanding?



Rich pictures?

Rich pictures, Checkland Soft Systems Methodology



The prevalance?



Why novel methods

foodways seems to be ”tacit” 

• Food is complex issue

• Hard to explain

• Difficult to put in writing

– Maybe not for scitentist

– But for informants

• Moments are ”volatile”/short shelf lifed



Trad’l methods often retrospective

i.e 24 recall/FFQ/7d food record



Some examples of applications



Example: The Image questionnaire
Dagmar project (www.dagmar.plan. aau.dk)



Example: project Frida

www.frida.plan.aau.dk



Example: The Fridge eAntroDevice

• Online• Retro



Example from SoL



The Sol Supersettings Intervention

http://www.tv2bornholm.

dk/programmer/bare-lidt-

sundere.aspx?videoID=32

365&vidLoc=NewDB



SoL Citizen kick off meeting



3 high impact intervention sites



The SoL datacapture

co construction



The Bedside

FoodScape

The Satelite

Dining

Room

FoodScape

Courtesy of Kwabena Ofei



The Observer



The FaceReader



The FaceReader



The FaceReader and food literacy in 

the Kindergarten foodscape
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Read more on

www.menu.aau.dk/

bemi@plan. aau.dk
Thank you for your

attention and to my coworkers



Wanna stay updated on innovations 

in Public Health Nutrition?

Consider participating in the upcoming

AAU-MENU PhD course

http://tinyurl.com/bmcu3yf


